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Champaign-Urbana Peace Action. Collection, 1982-91

Illinois Alliance to Prevent Nuclear War
Administrative Papers, 1983

Illinois Nuclear Weapons Freeze Campaign
Annual Report, 1986
Conferences, 1982

Public Relations, Freeze Campaigns, 1985-87

Publications
  Bulletin of the American Friends Service Committee Disarmament Program, 1989
  Champaign-Urbana Peace, Justice, & Citizen Diplomacy Community Newsletter, 1987
  The Freeze, 1983-84
  Freeze Letter: news and information from the C-U Nuclear Freeze Coalition, 1983-87
  The Illinois Alliance to Prevent Nuclear War Newsletter, 1982-87
  SANE/Freeze Newsletter, 1987-91

SANE/Freeze, Champaign-Urbana
Minutes of Meetings, 1989-90